Weddings

Welcome
Thank you for seeing our work and considering us to be at your
wedding.

Our job is to make yours easier, so you don’t have to worry
about anything. We know about weddings and that’s what
we’re here for.
And I’m not talking only about photos and video, but also
timetables, details, makeup and hair.

We’re here to tell stories, and collect moments that will become part of your family history.
We want to thrill you with our pictures, that you may relive those moments again and again.
In your wedding you want to count on professionals, those that understand what you feel, what you want and how
you want it.
Each detail of your wedding is important; clothes, venue, decoration, guests, music.. you’ve put so much effort in
each details that you want that to be remembered forever.

A moment lasts and instant, a photo an eternity
Our pictures talk about feelings, emotions, life, family, love, tears, smiles,
hugs and kisses.
A pictures doesn’t understand languages, it has to tell us something,
make us feel... that’s our philosophy.

Engagement session
We want you to feel comfortable and secure in front of the
camera, that you see how we work and get to know us better.

It’s about having a nice time among friends, so that on your
wedding day we are not “the photographers” but Javier
and David. That’s how we can get more natural and relaxed
pictures on your wedding day, showing you as you are.

And besides, you’ll have a lot of photos that you can use for
the guest book, photocall, invitations or anything else you can
think of.

Trash the dress
It’s not about dressing up again, it has many advantages.
First: on your wedding day you won’t have to worry about the
portrait session and you can spend that time with your guests.
That means enjoying your friends and family more.

We will have more time so we can have this session where and
when you want. At that special place you love.

You won’t have to worry if the dressed gets stained or if it gets
wet in the rain. And we have already created an atmosphere
of trust so these pictures will be much more natural and
spontaneous.

F.A.Q.
Will you be at our wedding or will you send someone else?
Yes, I will take your pictures. We believe you have chosen us for our style and because you like how we work,
you have not chosen a brand. We can only guarantee those pictures if we go ourselves.
How far ahead should be book our wedding?
We open our calendar a year in advance. Having in mind that we can only do one wedding per day, the
dates are limited. One we have a date booked, we can’t assist another wedding. So, the sooner the better.
Do we sign a contract?
Of course. Choosing a photographer for such an important day must create trust and confidence, signing
a contract is a guarantee we will be there for you. Your wedding is important for us, and we treat it with the
seriousness it deserves.
Do you work in all Spain?
We are a multilingual team that live in different parts of the country. We love going where there is a story to be
told.
Are travel expenses included?
It’s included for weddings that take place an hour’s drive from Madrid or Tarancón. For further locations
contact us to calculate any extra expenses.

Do you film video?
Yes, we have dedicated professionals that work with us for years and offer the same quality we demand for
ourselves. We work as one team.
Do you cover more than one wedding a day?
No. When a couple books us, that hire exclusivity for that day. That day is yours, and yours alone.
Do we have to pay your food?
We only request you contact the venue so that they can provide us with something to eat. A child menu or
staff menu normally is enough. If this is not possible, we would have to leave the venue for a certain period,
missing out some important moments.
How many pictures do you deliver?
The exact number depends on what you hire, although it is difficult to know. Depends on how the day goes,
and the number of guests. Depending on what you contract it may vary from 400 - 1000. Experiences has
taught us that quality is much more important that quantity.

Do you retouch the photos?
We edit the pictures in terms of cropping, lighting and colour treatment, of course. If you
want to know if we “Photoshop” them, the answer is no. Although the photos included in
the album have a more thorough treatment.
How do you deliver the photos?
We have totally private online galleries, where you can see, share and download the
pictures from any device, anywhere, anytime. You also have the possibility of checking
some pictures as private, so only you can see them, or choose your favourite.
If you wish, we can also provide you with the photos in a pen-drive.
Can you give us all the pictures, even if they`re not edited?
Absolutely not. An unedited picture is not finished. It’s like delivering an unfinished painting
or a suit with the stitches visible and the pins stuck. Quality would not be the same and we
refuse to deliver something we know is not up to standard with the rest of our pictures.

How is the album?
The album is not included in the basic price but we strongly
recommend it. We work with several laboratories that offer an array of
maximum quality choices. It’s best to sit and make your custom album.
We understand you want an album that’s different and of the quality
of the pictures in it.
Do I choose the photos for the album?
It’s not about putting photos on a page, it’s about telling a story. We
know what works and what doesn’t. That’s why we will do the first
layout for you, after that you can tweak it to your taste.
When will we have our pictures?
We don’t have a fixed time. It depends on factors as if there is or not a
trash the dress session, our workload, etc. But we can assure you that
our interest is to deliver as soon as possible.
We try to have them ready when your back from your honeymoon.
Once the album layout is approved, the average time is 15 days.

PRICELIST

WEDDING

ENGAGEMENT SESSION

Wedding day. Normally we start with the

A 2 hour session, so we can get to know each

preparations until after the first dance when

other and get used to the camera. Create a trust

everything is sufficiently covered.

atmosphere that will deliver more natural and

Until we learn how to be in two places at the same

spontaneous photos on your wedding day.

time, you also get exclusivity for the day.

PRICE: 150 €

Digital pictures. We deliver high resolution digital
pictures with out watermark.
Web Gallery. A totally private gallery with all your

TRASH THE DRESS

pictures. To see, share and download from any

A 2 - 3 hour session, after the wedding taking those

device. You choose who you grant access and

pictures that were impossible to take on your

what they can see/download. Totally free.

wedding day. Wherever you want, with who you
want. That far away place that is so special.

Album optional, strongly recommended

PRICE:
Ask for options

Includes 10 extra pages in your album.*

PRICE: 300 €

*Depending on the place there could be expenses.

THE ALBUM
As photographer we want to charge for your work, not for that of others. That’s why we don’t increase our albums’ prices. It would be easy to lower our report and increase the album,
but we want to be clear.
This is how we work: we make the layout, retouch the photos, send them to the lab, receive the album and check that everything is OK and in order and meets our quality standards.
We only charge you what the lab charges us, if you need so we can show you the invoice. We will only charge you a surplus of 100€ for our work.
As an example, a 40x30 cm album, 60 pages + suitcase + 2 copies for the parents, and our work included costs about 360€. Depending on the album you choose.

EXTRAS
Film

Photocall

Your wedding in HD film, telling the story of your

Have fun with the photocall. Our famous “red

day, music, interviews, drone (if possible) and

curtain” where you can all have fun. We include all

watch-able on any device,

the atrrezzo needed.

750 €

190 €

Guest book

Photo Booth

The engagement session photos, printed in a 30x20

Take your pictures with you. For a couple of hours

album that will be available on the wedding day,

we will have a fully manned photo booth. We

for everyone to see, and sign.

provide all the things needed, we print the pictures

150 €

so you can glue them to the album and take a
copy with you in the act. And we will email you the

Copy albums

jpgs too.

Smaller exact replicas of the main album. Two

From 450 €

copies.*
250 €
*Price may vary if trash the dress is included

Click is easy
But doing so, in the right moment,
in the right place and the right way
and in a way nobody else could, is
what you hire us for.

Tel: + 34 607 718 989 / foto@jdemiguel.com / bodas.jdemiguel.com

